Periscope Effect Used to Guide Golfers

Mirrors Aloft Take Guesswork Out of Blind Shots
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At Jasper in Canada and Glen Eagles in Scotland a large bell is placed behind the green on holes with blind approach shots. After putting out, golfers ring the bell to give an all-clear signal to following players.

In Spokane, Wash., and Ottawa, Can., periscope viewers are used so golfers can see if landing areas are clear.

Protected by Canopy

Maple Downs in Toronto has a fine setup for blind tee shots. Supt. Art Dodson has placed a large mirror on the back of one of the tees in a spot that gives an overall view of the terrain ahead. It is mounted on two tall poles and has canopy protection. The golfer can see not only the landing area but the terrain beyond, all the way to the green. This is especially helpful to people playing the course for the first time.